“LE MEILLEUR AMI DE L’HOMME”
L’ E L É P H A N T V E R T

Street walking intervention for outdoor
and large indoor places

Technical conditions

- A dressing room, of 20 m2 minimum, for 4 to 5 persons, should be close to the playing spaces.
- Tables (all together 4 m long), 5 chairs, water and toilets.

- A “Check up tour”, to find the right playing space, and the preparation (warming up, clothing, making-up...):
The “Check up tour will possibly allow to establish connections with the shopkeepers or the inhabitants...
And so, find appropriate places and route for our artistic offer.
- An annonced meeting point is not necessarily required.
Intervention theatre is building on encountered and provoked situations.
It goes and travels over the course of the four comedians’ inspiration.
Intervention’s playing spaces, either indoors or outdoors, are preferably “very much alive”.
We appreciate the lunch hours, close to the restaurant terraces,
and the opening hours of shops (butchers, bakers, hairdressers, ...)

- we perform “le meilleur ami de l’Homme” during daytime ; in case of night schedule, it could be possible to
perform only on well-lit ways.
- You should anticipate our arrival at the festival at least 4 hours before the performance. However, beyond
300 km drive from our place, arrival must be anticipate the day before the performance.
- Performance duration : 2 x 35 mn (1 x 50 mn is possible)
Minimum 1h30 in between the 2 acts
- Capacity : variable
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